The field of Cross-Language Information Retrieval relates techniques close to both the Machine Translation and Information Retrieval fields, although in a context involving characteristics of its own. The present study looks to widen our knowledge about the effectiveness and applicability to that field of nonclassical translation mechanisms that work at character n-gram level. For the purpose of this study, an n-gram based system of this type has been developed. This system requires only a bilingual machine-readable dictionary of n-grams, automatically generated from parallel corpora, which serves to translate queries previously n-grammed in the source language. n-Gramming is then used as an approximate string matching technique to perform monolingual text retrieval on the set of n-grammed documents in the target language.
Introduction
Nowadays, not only has the amount and diversity of information available online risen dramatically, but users worldwide can also easily and instantly access and publish data. An immediate consequence is that data exists in many different languages, a fact that will remain over time and which justifies the increasing interest in finding ways of retrieving information across language boundaries. In response to this need, the aim of Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) is to provide techniques to return relevant documents written in a language (named the target language) different from the language in which the query was written (named the source language). Most current approaches manage CLIR by reducing it to well-known monolingual Information Retrieval (IR) counterparts (Nie, 2010; Grefenstette, 1998) . This implies that we must answer three enchained questions (Kwok et al., 2005) :
1. How a term expressed in one language might be expressed in another? 2. Which of the possible translations should be retained for the subsequent IR task? 3. How to properly weight the importance of translation candidates (in the event that more than one is retained)?
Depending on whether it is the queries, the documents, or both that are translated, we talk about query translation, document translation or interlingualbased CLIR (Wu et al., 2008) . In practice, study in this domain has focused mainly on query translation because it is computationally expensive to translate large-scale text collections (Nie, 2010; Gao et al., 2010b; McCarley, 1999; Hull and Grefenstette, 1996) . In spite of this drawback, document translation has also deserved the attention of researchers. This is because a translation system can better exploit linguistic context to choose correct translations in documents than in queries. In particular, this kind of technique has proved from the beginning to be capable of generating competitive search results to monolingual searches (Nie, 2010; McCarley, 1999; Oard, 1998) when it works in combination with Machine Translation (MT) techniques.
The interlingual-based CLIR approach is the least popular of the three, although from a theoretical point of view (Dorr et al., 2004) it has many advantages. It is commonly associated with the generation of a language-independent representation for both query and documents. The assumption in this case is that one is able to represent sentences in every language using a standard common descriptive formalism. This should provide us with a robust starting point not only to bilingual CLIR, but also to multilingual CLIR. Unfortunately, the creation of such a language-independent representation turns out to be an unattainable goal for the moment, which limits in practice the interest of these techniques.
Whatever the approach used, CLIR systems require the use of language resources to achieve their goal, namely machine-readable bilingual dictionaries, corpus-based resources and MT systems.
1. The overlapping of n-grams corresponding to a given word provides a way to normalize word forms, avoiding the need for explicit normalization during indexing or translation. 2. It supports the handling of OOV words and the management of languages of very different natures without further processing. 3. It does not rely on language-specific processing and, since only raw text is needed, it can be used even when linguistic information and annotated language resources are scarce or unavailable. Unfortunately, surprising though it may seem, this is by no means an uncommon situation. The Multilingual Europe Technology Alliance Network of Excellence (META-NET) research network, 1 founded by the European Commision and dedi-cated to fostering the technological foundations of a multilingual European information society, has recently published a study about it (Rehm and Uszkoreit, 2011) . This report shows that the state of language technology for European languages, even official ones, is still far from being accurate for most of them, especially in the case of Machine Translation, where fragmentary, weak or even no support at all is the common rule. This situation is even worse for most of the rest of world languages (Nakov and Ng, 2012) . Luckily, parallel raw text can be still obtained from either the Web (Resnik and Smith, 2003) , legal or administrative texts (Koehn, 2005) or other varied sources (Chew et al., 2006) .
Taking the model of McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) as source of inspiration, we have implemented for this study a CLIR system based on a knowledge-light query translation module which uses character n-grams as processing units, not only for indexing purposes, but also during the query translation process. In this system, the n-grammed source language query is translated at n-gram level too before being submitted to the retrieval engine in order to search the target collection, which has also been indexed using character n-grams. This implementation maintains a fundamental difference with regard to the original system developed by McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) , which concerns the type of the n-gram alignment applied, this being in fact the kernel of the system. Although both implementations take as input a parallel corpus for training the n-gram based translator, in the case of our implementation the corpus is aligned in two phases:
• Firstly, the parallel corpus is aligned at the word-level using statistical techniques (Och and Ney, 2003) , allowing us to obtain the lexical translation probabilities between the different source and target language words. Such basic alignment can be refined by applying threshold-based filtering and bidirectional word-level alignment (Koehn et al., 2003) , providing increased robustness and reliability. Subsequent processing then focuses only on those words whose translation is less ambiguous, considerably reducing the number of input word pairs to be processed and, consequently, the noise introduced into the system.
• In a second phase we focus on the n-gram translation level, for which scores are computed using statistical association measures (Manning and Schütze, 1999) taking as input the translation probabilities previously calculated at word level, and weighting the likelihood of a co-occurrence according to the probability of its containing word-level alignments.
All these processes and their corresponding configurations will be later explained in detail in Section 3.1. A first try to make a study like the one we present in this work, in that case for English-to-Spanish text retrieval, was presented by the authors in Vilares et al. (2007a) . These initial experiments were limited since only one association measure, the Dice coefficient, and only one word alignment configuration, bidirectional alignment, were tested. These experiments were later extended to new association measures in Vilares et al. (2007b) and Vilares et al. (2009) , but they were not as complete as desired since the use of unidirectional word alignment was only partially tested, and no tuning experiments were analyzed. Moreover, the experiments on the use of pointwise mutual information as association measure should be dismissed since, as we have recently discovered during the development of the present article, the range of values employed for those tests was too narrow, thus attaining a much lower performance than it should have been. Finally, the authors also showed in Vilares et al. (2008) some preliminary experiments for English-to-French CLIR using a different test set with a few configurations. A critical drawback of all these preliminary works is that since they were not made according to the needs of a proper testing of our proposed approach but according to the specific requirements of the conference or publication in question, there does not exist a common framework that allowed for an accurate comparison and analysis of the results obtained. Thus the generalization and validity of these previous conclusions of Vilares et al. are arguable. Therefore, there is a need for a common framework specifically designed for allowing us to make an extensive and homogeneous comparative study of the feasibility of n-gram based CLIR for a wide range of languages and a wide range of running configurations. The present work gives a response to this need and allows us to perform a wide range of experiments also involving languages from different language-families in order to analyze CLIR approaches based on approximate word matching.
Research Objective
The main goal of this work is to make an extensive study of the applicability of character n-gram based translation in the context of Cross-Language Information Retrieval. The questions we are looking to answer are:
1. Is the behavior of n-gram based translation consistent across different languages? 2. Which is the most effective way of applying it?
Moreover, in order to avoid any distortion in the results, no improvement techniques such as query expansion or relevance feedback have been introduced during our experiments, thus allowing us to study the performance of this approach on its own.
Outline
The structure of the rest of this article is as follows. Firstly, Section 2 introduces the reader to the use of character n-grams in text processing tasks. Next, Section 3 presents a framework for CLIR based on character n-gram translation. Section 4 introduces the methodology followed in our tests, while the following sections deal with our experiments and their discussion: Sections 5 and 6 present and discuss in detail, respectively, the results obtained for our first set of experiments, corresponding to the tuning of the system in a Spanishto-English CLIR context. The experiments corresponding to the remaining languages of our study, which can be seen as our test experiments, are presented and analyzed in a more concise way in Section 7. After these language-specific studies, a general discussion on the results obtained as a whole is presented in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 presents our conclusions and proposals for future work.
Background and Related Work
Character n-grams have been successfully used for a long time in a wide variety of text processing problems and domains, including the following: approximate word matching (Zobel and Dart, 1995) , language identification spelling-error detection (Salton, 1989) , author attribution and profiling (Stamatatos, 2009; Escalante et al., 2011; Sapkota et al., 2013) , and bioinformatics (Tomović et al., 2006) . More recently, character n-grams have been drawing increasing attention in the field of automatic processing of SMS and microblog (e.g. Twitter) texts -which tend to be noisy by nature-, including tasks such as text normalization (Pennell and Liu, 2014) , sentiment analysis (Aisopos et al., 2012) or language identification .
In this way, n-gram based processing has become a standard state-of-the-art text processing approach, whose success comes from its positive features (Tomović et al., 2006 ):
• Simplicity: no linguistic knowledge or resources are required.
• Robustness: relatively insensitive to spelling variations and errors.
• Domain independence: language and topic independent.
• Efficiency: one pass processing. This fact has not been ignored by the IR community either (Büttcher et al., 2010, Ch. 3) . In the following, we explain in some detail these advantages for the particular case of IR.
A first major advantage of character n-grams when applied to IR is their inherent simplicity and ease of application (Foo and Li, 2004) . IR systems typically utilize language-specific linguistic tools and resources to facilitate retrieval: stopword lists, phrase lists, stemmers, decompounders, lexicons, thesauri, partof-speech taggers, etc. Obtaining and integrating these resources into the system may be costly (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a) . In contrast, character n-gram tokenization is a knowledge-light approach which does not rely on languagespecific processing (Damashek, 1995; Cavnar, 1994) , thus requiring no prior information about document contents or language. Basically, both queries and documents are simply tokenized into overlapping n-grams instead of words, and the resulting terms are then processed as usual by the retrieval engine. So, this n-gram based approach can be easily incorporated into traditional IR systems.
A second major factor for the usefulness of n-grams in IR is their robustness, which comes from the redundancy derived from the tokenization process itself.
Since every string is decomposed into overlapping small parts, any spelling errors that are present tend to affect only a limited number of those parts, leaving the remainder intact, thus still making matching possible. Therefore, these systems are able to cope not only with spelling errors, but also with OOV words and variants (Vilares et al., 2011; Lee and Ahn, 1996; Mustafa and Al-Radaideh, 2004) , in contrast to classical conflation techniques based on stemming, lemmatization or morphological analysis, which are negatively affected by these phenomena.
A third major positive factor to be taken into account with regard to n-grams is their inherent language-independent nature, since no linguistic knowledge is taken into account (Robertson and Willett, 1998; Damashek, 1995) . No prior information about stopwords, grammars for stemming, lemmatization, morphological analysis or even tokenization is required for their application. This is because n-gram based matching itself provides a surrogate means of normalizing word forms, thus allowing languages of very different natures to be managed without further processing (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a) . This is a very important factor, particularly in the case of multilingual environments or when linguistic resources are scarce or unavailable which, as we have explained in Section 1.1, is not unusual.
However, the use of n-gram based indexing, as with any other technique, is not free of drawbacks, the main one being the need for higher response times and storage space requirements due to the larger indexing representations they generate (Miller et al., 2000; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a) . The logical choice for minimizing this problem would be to reduce the index by using some kind of pruning (Carmel et al., 2001) or term selection (Zeman, 2009) technique.
Monolingual n-gram based retrieval has been successfully applied to a wide range of languages of very different natures and widely differing morphological complexity. It has been successfully applied, for example, with most European languages (McNamee, 2008; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a; Savoy, 2003; Hollink et al., 2004 ) -being particularly accurate for compounding and highly inflectional languages-, but also with many others such as Turkish (Ekmekcioglu et al., 1996) , Arabic (Khreisat, 2009; Mustafa and Al-Radaideh, 2004 ) and several Indian languages (Dolamic and Savoy, 2008) , being particularly popular and effective in Asian IR (Foo and Li, 2004; Ogawa and Matsuda, 1999; Lee and Ahn, 1996) because of their unsegmented and agglutinative nature.
A related approach which makes use of the ability of n-grams to manage variants is their application to CLIR over closely-related languages using no translation, but only cognate matching.
2 Such an approach has been applied not only to classical CLIR tasks (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a) , but also in cross-language plagiarism detection (Potthast et al., 2011) , for example.
Other IR-related, but more complex, application of n-grams are the use of skipgrams (McNamee, 2008) , also referred to as gap-n-grams (Mustafa, 2005) or s-grams (Järvelin et al., 2008) by other authors. This is a generalization of the concept of n-gram by allowing skips during the matching process. However, McNamee (2008) shows that skipgrams are dramatically more costly than traditional n-grams without being demonstrably more effective. Moreover, their application is much more complex than for regular n-grams, since they require considerable modifications in the IR system. For these reasons their use here has been discarded.
A System for CLIR Based on Character n-Gram Translation
The so-called direct n-gram translation algorithm proposed by McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) takes as input a parallel corpus, aligned at the sentence (or document) level, and extracts candidate translations as follows. Firstly, for each candidate n-gram term to be translated, sentences containing this term in the source language are identified. Next, their corresponding sentences in the target language are also identified and, using a statistical measure similar to mutual information, a translation score is calculated for each of the terms occurring in one of these target language texts. Finally, the target n-gram with the highest translation score is selected as the potential translation of the source n-gram.
However, this first proposal proved to be improvable. Firstly, it lacked of flexibility, at least from an experimental perspective, since a single statistical measure is available for calculations and, for a given source n-gram, only the top-scored translation candidate is returned. So, what if we want to use other association measures or to try to expand the query with more translation candidates? Secondly, the way their n-gram alignment algorithm works is not very efficient. As explained above, their system takes as input a parallel corpus and every source language n-gram g s of the input is cross-checked with every ngram g t of every target language sentence (or, even worse, document) aligned with a source language sentence (or document) of the corpus containing g s . The number of the resulting combinations to be checked will rise dramatically, thus reducing the efficiency and increasing the consumption of computational resources. All of this constitutes a problem when trying new solutions or modifications. Moreover, it also integrated numerous closed-source resources and non-standard solutions, thus hampering its applicability and the reproducibility of the experiments. For this reason we decided to use for this study an n-gram based CLIR system of our own, looking for a more flexible experimentation platform for future developments, preserving the advantages of the original solution but at the same time avoiding its main drawbacks. Our immediate goals were to speed up the training process, to retrieve multiple translation candidates when available (the original system used a one-to-one translation policy) and to make use of freely available resources when possible. This allows us to minimize effort, to make it more transparent and to facilitate replication of the experiments by the research community.
Overview of the system
We have opted for a query translation based approach that uses as linguistic resource a parallel corpus, and character n-grams as terms. Essentially, the source language n-grammed query is translated into the target language to later perform the IR task on the collection of target documents, which is also indexed using character n-grams. This method maintains a fundamental difference from the original model proposed by McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) due to the type of the n-gram alignment to be applied, the kernel of the system, which now consists of two phases:
1. In the first phase, the input parallel corpus is aligned at the word level using a statistical aligner, the well-known statistical tool Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) , obtaining as output the lexical translation probabilities between the different source and target language words. 3 This first step acts as an initial filter, since only those n-gram pairs corresponding to aligned words will be considered in the subsequent process, thus focusing only on those words whose translation is less ambiguous. In this way, we will be reducing considerably the number of input word pairs to be processed and, consequently, both the noise introduced in the system and the number of entries to be processed, thus improving efficiency too. This contrasts with the original system developed by McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) , which has a coarse-grained granularity since it works directly at sentence (or even document) level alignment, thus processing all the n-gram pairs contained in two aligned sentences (or documents). 2. In a second phase we focus on the n-gram translation level. Taking as input the resulting word-level alignments obtained in the previous phase and their probabilities, we compute the n-gram alignment scores by employing statistical association measures (Manning and Schütze, 1999) .
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This two-step solution allows us to speed up the training process, since it concentrates most of the complexity in the initial word-level alignment phase, thus making the testing of new association measures or new procedures for n-gram alignment easier. There are other important differences with regard to the implementation of McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) . Freely available resources are used this time, which allows us to minimize effort and increase transparency. This way, as explained before, the initial word-level alignment is performed through the widely-used statistical translation tool Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) . Moreover, instead of the closed-source retrieval system employed by the original system, the Terrier open-source retrieval platform (Ounis et al., 2007 ) is used here. Regarding the translation resources to be used, while McNamee and Mayfield employed a parallel corpus of their own, the well-known Europarl (release v6) parallel corpus (Koehn, 2005) 5 has been used in this work. 6 More detailed information about the resources integrated in our implementation is given in Section 4.1. Finally, as will be described below, the system uses three different standard association measures (Manning and Schütze, 1999) in its calculations, making our implementation more transparent and flexible.
In the following subsections, we will describe our implementation in more detail.
Processing parallel corpora using association measures: a generic example
In order to better illustrate the n-gram level alignment algorithm used in our implementation, we introduce a generic and simpler case first, where we take as input a parallel corpus of aligned sequences of items, and we obtain as output a list of pairs of aligned items.
In this initial context, given an item pair (x s , x t ) -x s standing for the source language item, and x t for its candidate target language translation-, their cooccurrence frequency can be organized in a contingency table like this resulting from a cross-classification of their co-occurrences in the input aligned corpus:
The first row accounts for those instances where the source language sequence S contains item x s , while the second row accounts for those instances where the source language sequence S does not contain x s ; in the same way, the first column accounts for those instances where the target language sequence T contains item x t , while the second column accounts for those instances where the target language sequence T does not contain x t . The cell counts are called the observed frequencies: O 11 , for example, stands for the number of aligned sequences where the source language sequence contains x s and the target language sequence contains x t ; O 12 stands for the number of aligned sequences where the source language sequence contains x s but the target language sequence does not contain x t ; and so on. Sample size N , the total number of item pairs considered, is the sum of the observed frequencies. The row totals, R 1 and R 2 , and the column totals, C 1 and C 2 , are also called marginal frequencies and O 11 is called the joint frequency.
Once the contingency table has been built, different association measures (Manning and Schütze, 1999) can easily be calculated for each item pair (x s , x t ).
The most promising correspondences, those pairs with the highest association measures, would be selected for generating a bilingual dictionary. Thus, we would have obtained aligned items from aligned sequences.
Using association measures for n-gram level alignment
In the previous subsection, we described how to compute and use association measures for automatically generating bilingual item dictionaries taking as input parallel corpora of aligned sequences of items. Now, we will explain how to adapt this technique to our particular case: how to generate aligned character n-grams taking as input previously aligned words. This is the way the second phase of the n-gram level alignment algorithm employed in the system works: the word pairs previously aligned by Giza++ in the first phase are processed in order to obtain the final output n-gram level alignments.
An easy choice could be simply to directly adapt the contingency table and the corresponding calculations to our context. We could consider that we are managing n-gram pairs (g s , g t ) co-occurring in aligned words instead of item pairs (x s , x t ) co-occurring in aligned sequences, as in the previous section. So, contingency tables should be adapted accordingly: O 11 , for example, should be re-formulated as the number of aligned word pairs obtained through Giza++ where the source language word w s contains n-gram g s and the target language word w t contains n-gram g t .
Unfortunately, although this simple solution seems logical, it is not correct. It must be noted that in this second phase we are taking as input the pairs of words previously aligned with Giza++ and, since this tool uses a statistical alignment model which computes a lexical translation probability for each cooccurring word pair (Och and Ney, 2003) , we will much probably find ourselves that, at its output, the same word may be aligned with several translation candidates, each one with a given probability and with only part of them being right. So, in case we had merely applied the adaptation explained above, the resulting noise introduced into the system would have been excessive since, for example, we would be giving the same credit, as an input evidence, to a word-level translation with only a 5% probability of being right as to another translation with a 95% probability, which does not seem very logical.
In order to explain how to proceed in this context, let us take as a toy example the case of the Spanish words lluvia (rain) and lluvioso (rainy), and the English words rain, rainy and snowy. A possible input word-level alignment, with its corresponding probabilities and compounding 4-grams, would be: source term candidate translation prob.
Notice that these n-grams, those that will be used to calculate the n-gram alignments to be employed in later n-gram level translations, have been obtained by tokenizing isolated words; as a result, no word-spanning n-gram level alignments may exist. This is the reason why that kind of character n-grams are ignored in our approach. In any case, as shown in (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a ), that will not harm the performance of the system. Going back to our toy example, the source 4-gram -lluv-co-occurs with the target 4-gram -rain-, but the alignment between its containing words, lluvia and rain and lluvioso and rainy, is not certain (i.e. their translation probabilities are not 100%) and, besides, in the case of the word lluvioso there is also a second translation candidate: snowy. Nevertheless, it seems much more probable that the translation of -lluv-is -rain-rather than -snow-, since the probability of the alignment of their containing words -lluvioso and snowyis much lower than that of the words containing -lluv-and -rain--the pairs lluvia and rain and lluvioso and rainy. Taking this idea as a basis, the new algorithm we designed reflects this by weighting the likelihood of a co-occurrence according to the translation probability of its containing word alignments.
So, the resulting contingency tables which would correspond to the n-gram pairs (-lluv-, -rain-) and (-lluv-, -snow-) are as follows: Notice that, for example, the O 11 frequency corresponding to (-lluv-, -rain-) is not 2 as might be expected, but 1.67. This is because this n-gram pair appears in two word alignments, (lluvia, rain) and (lluvioso, rainy), but each ngram co-occurrence in these word alignments has been weighted according to its corresponding word translation probability:
O11(-lluv-, -rain-) = 0.87 for (lluvia, rain) + 0.80 for (lluvioso, rainy) = 1.67 .
In the case of the O 12 frequency, it corresponds to n-gram pairs (-lluv-, g t ), with g t different from -rain-. In our example we find: a single pair (-lluv-, -ainy-) in the word alignment (lluvioso, rainy); and two pairs (-lluv-, -snow-) and (-lluv-, -nowy-) in the word alignment (lluvioso, snowy). By weighting each occurrence according to the translation probability of its containing word alignment, we obtain:
O 12 (-lluv-, gt =-rain-) = 0.80 for (lluvioso,rainy) + 2*0.22 for (lluvioso,snowy) = 1.24.
The rest of the values can be calculated in a similar way. Once the contingency tables have been generated, the association measures corresponding to each n-gram pair can be computed. In contrast with the implementation of McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) , which used an ad-hoc measure, the current system uses three of the most extensively used standard association measures: the Dice coefficient (Dice), pointwise mutual information (PMI ), and log-likelihood (LogL), which are defined by the following equations (Manning and Schütze, 1999) :
Continuing with the previous example, notice that whatever the association measure to be used, we find that the output value obtained for the pair (-lluv-, -rain-) -the correct one-is much higher than that of the pair (-lluv-, -snow-) -the wrong one:
Dice(-lluv-,-rain-) = 
Word-level alignment filters
In addition to the two main phases of the alignment, word-level alignment and n-gram level alignment, an optional intermediate phase of filtering can be applied. The purpose of this extra phase is to reduce the noise introduced in the system by word-level translation ambiguities (e.g., if the same source language word has several candidate translations).
This way, two word-level filtering techniques will be tested. Firstly, we will try a simple threshold-based filtering by removing from the input the least probable word alignments, i.e., those with a word translation probability less than a given threshold we will note as W ; in other words, a word-level pruning.
Secondly, we will try a more advanced bidirectional word-level alignment solution (Koehn et al., 2003) , which considers a (w s , w t ) sourceLanguage-totargetLanguage word alignment only if there also exists a corresponding (w t , w s ) target-Language-to-sourceLanguage word alignment.
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By applying these filters, subsequent processing will focus only on those words whose translation is less ambiguous, reducing both the noise introduced in the system and the number of input word pairs to be processed, thereby also increasing efficiency by reducing both computing and storage resources. 
Experimental Set-up
We now describe the set-up used for the experiments made for this study and the decisions we have taken during their design. 
The evaluation framework
Following previous work in a multilingual context (Hollink et al., 2004; Savoy, 2003; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a ) and the restrictions due to our own availability of resources, we opted for testing our approach with a wide range of European languages for which parallel corpora are available in the Europarl (release v6) parallel corpus (Koehn, 2005) 9 and for which we also have available test collections from our past participation in several Cross-Language Evaluation Forum events (CLEF, 2014) . The languages we have finally considered are the following, whose varied nature creates a representative test pool for our study: English (EN), German (DE), Dutch (NL) and Swedish (SW), all of them Germanic languages; Spanish (ES), French (FR) and Italian (IT), all of them Romance languages; and Finnish (FI), an Uralic Finnic language.
The inclusion of English as our common target language was convenient because, firstly, it is the dominant language on the Web 10 and, secondly, we can obtain directly comparable results since the same target collection is queried for the different query languages, which use the same (translated) query set. Moreover, many users, even if they understand English, prefer to use their mother tongue as source language. <top> <num> 154 </num> <ES-title> Libertad de Expresión en Internet </ES-title> <ES-desc> Encontrar documentos en los que se hable sobre la censura y la libertad de expresión en Internet. </ES-desc> <ES-narr> Los documentos en los que se discutan asuntos como la pornografía o el racismo en Internet, sin mencionar el tema de la censura o libertad de expresión, no se considerarían relevantes. </ES-narr> </top> <top> <num> 154 </num> <EN-title> Free Speech on the Internet </EN-title> <EN-desc> Find documents which discuss censorship and freedom of speech on the Internet. </EN-desc> <EN-narr> Documents that discuss subjects such as pornography or racism on the Internet without mentioning issues concerning censorship or freedom of speech will not be considered relevant. </EN-narr> </top> At this point, it may be useful for the interpretation and discussion of the results to calculate some kind of similarity measure between English, our common target language, and the different query languages to be used. Firstly, following the procedure described by Lehmann (1992) , we estimated the percentages of cognates in the Swadesh lists 11 in order to calculate the degree of similarity between the different languages used. The resulting figures are shown in the left-hand side of Table 1 . However, the Swadesh lists contain basic concepts, which are the words for which English most closely resembles the Germanic languages, so it is not an altogether fair test. So, as an alternative point of view, we also include in the right-hand side of Table 1 data published by Miller and Chiswick (2004) , which are based on the difficulty Americans have in learning foreign languages.
With regard to the document collection employed in the evaluation process, as explained above, we have used an English collection, the English corpus of the so-called robust task celebrated within the CLEF 2006 ad-hoc track, which re-used test corpora (both collections and topics) from previous 2001 CLEF editions (Nunzio et al., 2006 ure 1, topics are formed by three fields: a brief title statement, a one-sentence description, and a more complex narrative specifying the relevance assessment criteria. All topic sets, whatever the language, contain the same topics, which were translated manually by CLEF organization experts. Following CLEF standard policy, only title and description fields were used in the submitted queries. For its implementation, the testing information retrieval system employed the open-source Terrier platform (Ounis et al., 2007) as its core retrieval engine.
With respect to the subword level translation process introduced above, the n-gram based alignment system takes as input the release v6 of the Europarl parallel corpus. Table 2 shows the statistics for this parallel corpus.
For the first phase of the alignment process, as explained before, a word-level alignment, the Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) statistical aligner was used. During the iterative training of the alignment models, we used a pipeline configuration commonly used in diverse MT experiments (Huet and Lefévre, 2011; Ma and Way, 2010; Gao et al., 2010a) : five iterations of IBM Model 1, five iterations of HMM, five iterations of IBM Model 3 and three iterations of IBM Model 4. Regarding the optional filtering phase, and threshold-based filtering in particular (previously described in Section 3.4), after studying the distribution of the input aligned word pairs, a minimal word translation probability threshold value of W =0.15 was chosen.
Indexing-retrieval processes
The indexing process is simple: documents are lowercased and punctuation marks, but not diacritics, are removed. The resulting text is then split into character n-grams and indexed using an InL2 ranking model 13 (Amati and van Rijsbergen, 2002) with the term frequency normalisation parameter value c C041 to C140 could not be used in our experiments because no relevant assessments are available for them in the case of the Glasgow Herald subcollection.
13 Inverse Document Frequency model with Laplace after-effect and normalization two.
set to its default value: c=1. According to the results of previous related work ( McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a,b; Hollink et al., 2004; Vilares et al., 2011) , 4-grams (n-grams of four characters) showed promising, so we decided to use n=4 as n-gram size. No stopword removal was applied at this point. The same running parameters have been used for all the experiments performed. In the case of retrieval, the source language topic is firstly conflated by lowercasing and removing punctuation marks, and then split into 4-grams in the same way as documents. Next, the resulting 4-grams are replaced by their corresponding candidate translations (i.e., their target language n-gram level alignments) according to a selection algorithm we detail below. The resulting translated topics are then submitted to the retrieval system using neither query expansion nor relevance feedback in order to study the performance of n-gram level processing on its own, without introducing distortions in the results by integrating other techniques. Two selection algorithms are currently available:
1. Top-rank-based: which takes the H highest ranked n-gram alignments per source n-gram, according to their association measure. The range of values we have tested is: 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100}. 2. Threshold-based: which takes those n-gram alignments whose association measure is greater than or equal to a given minimal threshold T . The way such a threshold is calculated depends on the association measure to be used. In the case of the Dice coefficient, since it takes values within the range [0.
.1], the thresholds can be fixed in a simple way, the following values being used in this case:
T ∈ {0; 0.1; 0.2; . . . 0.7; 0.8; 0.85; 0.9; 0.95; 0.975; 1}.
However, pointwise mutual information and log-likelihood measures can take any value within the range (−∞..∞). Thus, in order to homogenize the tests as much as possible, in the case of such association measures the thresholds will be calculated according to the mean and standard deviation of their distributions:
where T i represents the i-th threshold, with i ∈ Z; Δ i represents the step to be used, whose granularity may vary according to i and the association measure used (the values of log-likelihood are much more dispersed than for pointwise mutual information); μ represents the mean of the association measure values of the n-gram pairs obtained for the present configuration; and σ represents their standard deviation.
Finally, the n-gram level translated query is submitted to the retrieval system.
Lower and upper baselines
Two baselines have been established for comparing and analyzing the results from different points of view, both using character n-grams as the processing unit:
• EN 4-grams: a target language (English) monolingual run using 4-grams as terms. For this purpose the original English topics were used. This is the upper baseline, the best result we could ever obtain by using n-gram based translation.
• LX 4-grams (where LX stands for the source language): the target (English) document collection is queried using the original n-grammed source language query (i.e. no translation is made). This kind of cognate matching allows us to measure the impact of casual matches and constitutes the lower baseline.
Apart from these baselines, which will be used for all languages, in the case of our Spanish-to-English (ES-to-EN) tuning experiments, which we will introduce in the next section, we have considered the convenience of using a larger set of baselines for comparative purposes, thus including the following extra runs:
• EN stm: another target language (English) monolingual run using the original English topics provided by CLEF, this time using a classical stemming-based approach. The Snowball stemmer, 14 based on Porter's algorithm (Porter, 1980) , was used, while the stopword list was the one provided by the University of Neuchâtel.
15 Both resources are in common use among the IR research community.
• Google stm: a more classical cross-language run that uses Google Translate service 16 for translating the source language query into the target language (English) before conflating it using stemming and stopwords as before.
• Google 4-grams: our final baseline, it uses, as before, Google Translate for translating the source language query into English. However, once translated, instead of using a classical stemming-based approach, we use 4-grams as index terms. In other words, Google 4-grams is to Google stm as EN 4-grams is to EN stm.
System Tuning Using Spanish-to-English (ES-to-EN) CLIR
In order to get our system to work in a proper way, we need to tune a large number of different parameters. Moreover, we intend to demonstrate the generality of our n-gram based approach. Thus, we will use a Spanish-to-English (ES-to-EN) set-up to find the most promising configurations in terms of performance and efficiency. Such parameters will be used later for the remaining languages. This way, this initial set of ES-to-EN runs should be seen as the Table 3 : Distribution of input aligned ES-to-EN word pairs across their wordto-word translation probabilities.
tuning phase of our system, while the runs for the remaining languages (see Section 7) should be seen as its testing phase. At this point we note that because of problems of space and readability, it will not always be possible to show the results obtained for all the configurations tested, particularly in the case of threshold-base selection. So, we will restrict ourselves, when necessary, to those values which are most relevant to the analysis.
ES-to-EN alignment statistics
As explained above, our first test set corresponds to Spanish-to-English (ESto-EN) cross-language runs. We will start our study by showing some statistics which do not depend on the particular association measure to be used.
Firstly, we will focus on the input word-level alignment, obtained by aligning the ES-EN Europarl parallel corpus (see Section 4.1) using Giza++. Table 3 shows the distribution of the input aligned ES-to-EN word pairs across their word-to-word translation probabilities, which exhibits a clear bimodal behavior with peaks at both ends, with the highest peak corresponding to low-probability translations. As previously described in Section 3.4, we have considered the use of both regular unidirectional alignment and bidirectional word-level alignment, and the application or not of a threshold-based filtering, with a W =0.00 threshold value meaning that no filtering has been done, and a W =0.15 value meaning that those word-level alignments whose word translation probability is less than 0.15 have been removed. Next, Table 4 : Distribution of source words in the input aligned ES-to-EN word pairs across their number of possible translations.
the distribution of the source (Spanish) words across their number of possible (English) translations. Finally, we will pay attention to the corresponding output n-gram level alignment obtained by the algorithm used in our implementation. Table 5 shows the distribution of source n-grams across their number of possible n-gram level alignments, i.e. their number of n-gram level translations.
Next, we will present the performance results obtained for the different configurations tested.
ES-to-EN results using the Dice coefficient
The first round of our ES-to-EN experiments was performed using the Dice coefficient (Eq. 1). Table 6 presents the performance results, measured in terms of mean average precision (MAP), obtained when applying the subword-level translation approach with Dice. The left-hand (sub)table corresponds to the results obtained using the top-rank-based selection algorithm (for the H values previously described in Section 4.2), while the right-hand (sub)table employed the threshold-based selection algorithm (for the threshold values T introduced in Section 4.2). For each (sub)table, the right-hand two-column group shows those results obtained when using a classical unidirectional ES-to-EN word-level alignment, while the left-hand two-column group shows the results obtained when applying one of the proposed refinements, the use of a bidirectional ESto-EN word-level alignment (introduced in Section 3.4). Finally, for each of these two-column groups, the first column stands for the results obtained when no minimal word alignment probability W is required (i.e., W =0.00), while for the second column a word translation probability threshold W =0.15, the other of the proposed refinements (described in Section 3.4), has been applied. This way all possible configurations are covered. The best results for each <selection algorithm/word-level alignment/word-level probability threshold> configuration are shown in boldface. During their analysis, statistical significance tests have been used for comparing, in terms of MAP, the performance of each of these possible running configurations; in particular, two-tailed T-tests over MAP values with α=0.05 have been applied throughout this work. At this point, those tests showed that: (a) Results obtained using the top-rank-based selection algorithm are significantly better than those for threshold-based selection.
(b) The results obtained using unidirectional or bidirectional word-level alignments showed no significant difference.
(c) There is no significant difference between the optimal result (obtained using unidirectional word-level alignment, no word-level probability threshold and the top-rank-based selection algorithm) and the results for the remaining top-rank-based sub-optimal runs shown in boldface in the table (i.e. the best results obtained with the other configurations using top-rank-based selection).
ES-to-EN results using pointwise mutual information
Our second round of ES-to-EN runs tested the behavior of the system when using pointwise mutual information (Eq. 2) as the association measure. The detailed results can be seen all together in Table 7 , with the same distribution as before. Again, the best results obtained are shown in boldface. The corresponding statistical significance tests (again two-tailed T-tests over MAP values with α=0.05) have shown that:
(a) This time we have not found significant differences between the results obtained with the top-rank-based and threshold-based selection algorithms. (b) As before, the results obtained using unidirectional or bidirectional wordlevel alignments do not significantly differ between them.
(c) In general, there is no significant difference between the optimal runs obtained either for the top-rank-based and the threshold-based selection algorithms, and the remaining sub-optimal runs.
ES-to-EN results using log-likelihood
The last round for this first ES-to-EN test series uses log-likelihood (Eq. 3). The results obtained are presented in Table 8 with the usual distribution and the best results for each configuration shown in boldface.
17 For the log-likelihood experiments, significance tests showed similar behavior to those with the Dice Coefficient:
(a) Results obtained using the top-rank-based selection algorithm are significantly better than those for threshold-based selection.
(b) The results obtained using unidirectional or bidirectional word-level alignments do not significantly differ between them.
(c) There is no significant difference between the optimal result (obtained using unidirectional word-level alignment, no word-level probability threshold and the top-rank-based selection algorithm) and those for the remaining top-rank-based sub-optimal runs. σ Figure 2 : ES-to-EN Summary MAP results and Precision vs. Recall graphs: optimal runs (top) and most efficient sub-optimal runs (bottom).
ES-to-EN summary results
Finally, the left-hand graph of Figure 2 presents the results for the best configurations found compared with the baselines proposed in Section 4.3.
18 In this case, Precision vs. Recall graphs are also shown in addition to MAP values in order to make their analysis easier.
Regarding these figures, they show that:
(a) The performance of n-gram based approaches is satisfactory although it is still below that one of more complex classical word-based techniques which make use of their language knowledge.
(b) The performance of phrase-based MT runs (Google stm and Google 4-grams) is similar to that one of target language monolingual runs (EN stm and EN 4-grams, respectively).
(c) Our upper baseline, the n-gram based monolingual run (EN 4-grams), performs significantly better than n-gram based CLIR runs.
(d) The log-likelihood run performs similarly to the Dice Coefficient runslightly outperforming it-, but improves on pointwise mutual information results significantly.
(e) Both log-likelihood and Dice Coefficient runs outperform significantly the lower baseline, ES 4-grams, which accounts for casual matching.
(f) Mutual information shows no significant difference to the lower baseline.
Discussion of Results for ES-to-EN CLIR
Now the results obtained for our ES-to-EN experiments have been presented, it is time to analyze them carefully.
Upper baselines
As stated before, there is still margin for improvement when comparing monolingual n-gram based IR (EN 4-grams) with classical monolingual wordbased IR (EN stm). The results obtained are positive, but they can be improved. However, this is a question beyond the scope of this paper since we are focusing on the translation process. Moreover, the small difference attained when using phrase-based MT for query translation (Google stm and Google 4-grams) with respect to monolingual results (EN stm and EN 4-grams, respectively), shows us that this should be our role model for the future.
Using Dice coefficient
Following the same order as when presenting the experiments, we will study first those results obtained using the Dice coefficient in our Spanish-to-English experiments of Section 5.2.
We will consider the case of applying no refinements during word-level alignment, that is when using a unidirectional word-level alignment with no wordlevel alignment filtering (i.e. W =0.00) as our basic configuration. In this case, with a more efficient performance. They will be discussed later in Section 7.
the best results for the top-rank-based selection algorithm are obtained for H=1, that is when minimizing the number of candidate translations. On the other hand, when employing threshold-based selection, the performance values obtained for the different thresholds show much less variation than for the toprank-based algorithm, although they are significantly outperformed by it. This is because of the noise introduced by the extra n-grams added by the method based on thresholds.
Next, trying to reduce the noise introduced in the system by word-level translation ambiguities, we removed those least-probable word alignments from the input by applying the first of the proposed refinements: threshold-based word-level alignment filtering. After studying the distribution of the output word-level alignments obtained with Giza++ -see Table 3 -, we decided to dismiss those pairs with a word translation probability less than a threshold W =0.15. In this way we drastically reduced by more than 90% both the number of input word pairs processed -see Table 3 -and the mean number of possible translations per source word -see Table 4 .
Such a reduction in the number of input word pairs had, consequently, an inmediate effect on the output n-gram level alignments, reducing the mean number of possible translations per source n-gram by nearly 85% -see Table 5 .
This reduction, both at word and n-gram level, resulted in a considerable reduction of both processing and storage resources.
As previously stated in Section 5.2, the results obtained by introducing this refinement, are, in general, not significantly different in terms of performance from those obtained for the basic configuration, whatever the selection algorithm used. So, it can be concluded that although word-level pruning does not really improve the results, it does considerably reduce those computing and storage resources required by the system, justifying its application. On the other hand, these results prove that this n-gram based solution has a robust behavior against the noise introduced by the very high percentage of low-probability word-level alignments of the input in the case of the basic configuration.
Next, we tested the second of the proposed refinements, the use of bidirectional word-level alignment. As explained in Section 3.4, its aim was to improve the accuracy of the n-gram alignment process by focusing the processing on those words whose translation is less ambiguous. We will take again our basic configuration as a reference.
At word level, when examining Tables 3 and 4 we can see that bidirectional word alignment attains a reduction of approximately 60% in both the number of input word pairs and the mean number of possible translations per input word.
Consequently, at the n-gram level, according to Table 5 , the mean number of possible translations per source n-gram was reduced by more than 50% after applying this new refinement.
As before, this reduction at both input and output level allows us to reduce the computing and storage resources.
With respect to the results themselves, as stated in Section 5.2, they are not significantly different from those obtained with the original unidirectional word-level alignment. So, we can conclude that the use of bilingual alignment neither improves nor degrades the performance of the system, but does allow us to reduce both computing and storage resources. Moreover, the system has once again demonstrated its robustness to inaccurate or ambiguous input word-level alignments.
Finally, because of their good behavior separately, we also studied the possibility of combining both refinements, word-level bilingual alignment and wordlevel pruning, looking for an additional reduction of both the level of ambiguity and the computing and storage resources consumed. We take, as usual, our initial basic configuration as the baseline.
At word level, Tables 3 and 4 show that, when combining both refinements, we obtain a increased reduction of approximately 95% in both the number of input word alignments and in the mean number of possible translations per input source word.
As a result, at the n-gram level, Table 5 show a reduction of more then 90% in the mean number of possible output n-gram translations per source n-gram.
The results obtained, as previously stated in Section 5.2, are still not significantly different from the initial ones, with the top-rank-based selection algorithm performing significantly better -although this time the best performance was obtained for H=2, the difference with the second best run, the one for H=1, is negligible. On the other hand, such results show no apparent deterioration in performance, allowing us to conclude that the combined use of both refinements minimizes the resources required by the system without harming its performance.
Using pointwise mutual information
Our second round of experiments, presented in Section 5.3, makes use of pointwise mutual information.
As before, our first test runs used the so-called basic configuration: single unidirectional word-level alignment with no word-level pruning (i.e., W =0.00). When examining the results obtained using the top-rank-based selection algorithm we found that, unlike before, results improved when progressively increasing the number of n-grams accepted up to a maximum at H=20. Nevertheless, these results are significantly worse than those obtained using the Dice coefficient. This is because PMI tends to overestimate low-frequency data, meaning that inaccurate but frequent n-gram alignments are assigned very high PMI values, even higher than more accurate alignments, thus introducing too much noise in the translated query and, therefore, visibly decreasing performance. Regarding threshold-based selection results, they tend to behave in a more homogeneous way between thresholds, with no significant differences with respect to top-ranked selection, thus also performing significantly worse than when using Dice.
When introducing the first refinement, word-level pruning according to a translation probability threshold W =0.15 -previously described in Section 3.4-the gains were exactly the same as in the case of the Dice coefficient, except for the mean n-gram association measure. This is because the gains at word-level, both with respect to the reduction of input word pairs and the increase of the mean translation probability, depend only on the value of W , and are not affected by the association measure chosen. At the n-gram level, the reduction in the number of output n-gram pairs only depends on the input word pairs -and, consequently, also on the value of W . Nevertheless, the mean association measures vary, since we are now working with pointwise mutual information instead of the Dice coefficient.
As shown in Section 5.3, the behavior of the system and the results obtained for both selection algorithms do not significantly differ from those obtained for the basic configuration. As in the case of the Dice coefficient, the introduction of the word-level threshold W does not degrade the performance of the system, although does reduce the computing and storage resources required. On the other hand, the system continues to show its robustness against the distortion introduced by low-probability inputs.
Next, we tried the second proposed refinement: word-level bidirectional alignment. As shown in Section 5.3, the results obtained showed no significant differences from those for the regular unidirectional alignment, whether we apply word-level pruning or not -i.e. whether W =0.00 or W =0.15. As before, the gains obtained when using bidirectional word alignment, either in combination or not with the use of word-level pruning, were exactly the same as those with the Dice coefficient.
From this behavior we conclude that, as in the case of using the Dice coefficient, the introduction of a bidirectional word alignment not only has no effect on the performance of the system, but has the benefit of reducing the resources needed. On the other hand, the system again showed its robustness against inaccurate or ambiguous input word alignments.
Using log-likelihood
Our last round of ES-to-EN experiments tested the behavior of the system when employing log-likelihood for the different possible configurations, as described in Section 5.4.
As usual, our first test runs corresponded to our basic configuration. In the case of using the top-ranked selection algorithm, the behavior of the system is similar to that for the Dice coefficient, with the best results being obtained when limiting the number of candidate n-grams accepted, with H=1 as the best configuration, even outperforming Dice. However, in the case of the thresholdbased selection algorithm, the results obtained were very poor, being the lowest performance obtained so far.
For the first refinement, word-level pruning, the gains were exactly the same as in the case of the Dice coefficient and PMI.
The behavior of the system and the results obtained, as stated in Section 5.4, did not significantly differ from those obtained with the basic configuration. As in the case of the rest of association measures, the introduction of the word-level threshold did not degrade performance, but did reduce both the computing and storage resources required. On the other hand, the system again demonstrated its robustness against the distortion introduced by low-probability inputs.
Our last bunch of test runs corresponded to those results obtained applying word-level bidirectional alignment. As shown in Section 5.4, the results obtained were not significantly different from those for the regular unidirectional alignment, both in the case of applying threshold-based pruning or not -i.e. for W =0.15 and W =0.00, respectively.
From this behavior we conclude that, as in the case of the other association measures, the introduction of a bidirectional word-level alignment not only has no effect on the performance of the system, but has the benefit of reducing the resources needed. On the other hand, the system continued to show its robustness against inaccurate or ambiguous input word-level alignments.
Testing Experiments with other Language Pairs
After a first tuning phase in a ES-to-EN context in order to find a proper running configuration for our system (see Sections 5 and 6), it is time to move to a second testing phase, properly speaking, in order to prove the generality and validity of our approach by trying with the remaining languages.
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For the purpose of selecting a common running configuration, we can benefit from the fact that, as stated during the previous discussion:
• The application of the proposed refinements -word-level pruning and bilingual word alignment-does not harm performance and, on the contrary, we gain in efficiency by reducing computing and storage resources.
• The top-rank-based selection algorithm outperforms the threshold-based one both in terms of performance and efficiency -except in the case of pointwise mutual information, where performance is similar.
• Log-likelihood and Dice perform similarly, being significantly superior to pointwise mutual information, whose performance was shown to be poor.
Thus, we finally decided to dismiss pointwise mutual information because of its poor performance and efficiency compared to Dice and log-likelihood because of the much higher number of candidate translation n-grams required. However, in the case of both the Dice coefficient and the log-likelihood, for the remainder of our experiments we will adopt the following running configuration as a compromise between performance and efficiency:
• Top-rank-based selection with H=1, bidirectional word-level alignment and word-level threshold pruning with W =0.15.
For the sake of completeness, the results obtained for ES-to-EN when using these sub-optimal but more efficient configurations are shown in the right-hand graphs of Figure 2 . The results obtained with this configuration for German (DE), French (FR), Italian (IT), Dutch (NL), Swedish (SV) and Finnish (FI) source languages, compared with their corresponding baselines, are presented in Figure 3 . Note that, aiming to improve readibility, only the monolingual n-gram based baselines have been used, thus focusing on n-gram based retrieval performance. English stemming based results (EN stm), which would be common to all figures, are available in Figure 2 . With regard to phrase-based MT baselines (i.e. Google stm and Google 4-grams), experiments were made for all the languages involved, although they have not been displayed here in order not to overload the figures. The results obtained for the different languages showed qualitatively similar results to those previously obtained for ES-to-EN.
DE-to-EN
Going back to Figure 3 , as it can be seen, such results are very similar to those previously obtained for Spanish. Moreover, according to the significance tests performed -remember that two-tailed T-tests over MAP values with α=0.05 have been applied throughout this work-, we can state, in general, that:
(a) Our upper baseline, the n-gram based monolingual run (EN 4-grams), performs significantly better than the corresponding n-gram based CLIR runs.
(b) The log-likelihood runs perform similarly, with no significant differences, to the corresponding Dice Coefficient runs, usually outperforming themexcept for Italian-to-English, where Dice slightly outperforms log-likelihood.
(c) Both the log-likelihood and Dice Coefficient runs significantly outperform their corresponding lower baselines, LX 4-grams (where LX stands for the source language), which accounts for casual matching.
Discussion of the Results with other Language Pairs
As can be seen when analyzing the results presented in the previous section for the different languages tested, they are no different, from a qualitative point of view, from those previously obtained for the Spanish-to-English CLIR runs. From a quantitative point of view, and focusing on MAP, the results obtained are also quite close to those obtained before, since they vary, in general, within the range of the values previously obtained for Spanish. The lowest MAP was obtained for the non-Romance and non-Germanic language, Finnish, but even in that case we are talking about 0.22-0.23 MAP values, which are close to the expected values according to our experiments on Spanish.
So, this n-gram based approach has been able to perform effective retrieval, thus proving that the validity of this technique is independent of the languages involved.
General Discussion
As we have stated, n-gram based translation avoids some of the limitations of classic dictionary-based translation methods, such as the need for word normalization or the inability to handle misspellings and out-of-vocabulary words.
In the case of normalization, the overlapping of n-grams corresponding to a given word provides in itself a surrogate means to normalize word forms during indexing and translation. This is because those parts shared by a word and its morphological variants, their roots and possibly other morphemes, will be translated into the same target n-gram and then matched, making retrieval possible. In a similar way, n-gram based translation approaches allow the translation and matching of both misspellings and out-of-vocabulary words, since those parts of the unknown word which are shared with other known words -either because they are shared roots or morphemes or because they have not been affected by the misspelling-can still be translated and matched at the n-gram level.
Moreover, since this is a knowledge-light approach which does not rely on language-specific processing, it can be used for a wide range of languages of very different natures, even in the face of the lack of linguistic information and language resources available; in contrast, other more classical CLIR approaches need language-specific resources for their application, such as stemmers, stopword lists, lexicons, tagged corpora and bilingual dictionaries, which are not always available, even for main European languages (Rehm and Uszkoreit, 2011).
The results obtained throughout our experiments, which are consistent across languages, have demonstrated the validity and applicability of this kind of ngram based translation approaches for CLIR, although there is still a margin for improvement with respect to more complex classical word-based techniques. Regarding our particular implementation, these results indicate that both the log-likelihood and the Dice coefficient significantly outperform pointwise mutual information, the former performing slightly better. Our tests also showed the top-rank-based selection algorithm to be, in general, significantly better not only from a performance but also from an efficiency point of view, since the number of translation n-grams to be processed is fewer.
As a final summary, and according to the results we have obtained, it is time to answer the questions we had formulated at the beginning of this study (see Section 1.2): Q: Is n-gram based translation a valid approach for CLIR and other crosslanguage text processing applications?
A: Yes, this approach has proven its validity throughout the tests performed, attaining an intermediate performance closer to the upper baseline than to the lower baseline.
Q: Is the behavior of this approach consistent across different languages?
A: Yes, the results obtained for the different languages used in our experiments have shown a consistent behavior across them.
Q: Which is the most efficient way of applying it?
A: We have found large differences depending on the running configuration used, but when taking as criteria a compromise between effectiveness and efficiency, the most promising ones are the following: at word-level, the application of a non-standard bilingual alignment and the pruning of input word alignments according to a word translation probability threshold (W =0.15); and at character n-gram level, the use of the Dice coefficient or log-likelihood as an association measure and the employment of the top-rank-based selection algorithm restricting H to a maximum.
As a result, we can confirm the validity of character n-gram based approaches for CLIR tasks, both for indexing-retrieval and translation purposes, these not being tied to certain implementations such as that of McNamee and Mayfield (2004b) or the present one. For all these reasons we believe that this study constitutes an interesting contribution in the state of the art of this particular field of n-gram based processing.
Conclusions and Future Work
This article presents a study of the feasibility of Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) systems which use character n-grams not only as indexing units, but also as translation units, looking to extend the main advantages of n-grams (simplicity, independency and robustness) not only in the indexingretrieval process, but also in the query translation process.
For this purpose, we have made use of a implementation of our own which integrates a novel algorithm for parallel text alignment at the subword (i.e. character n-gram) level. This algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, the most time-consuming, the input parallel corpus is aligned at the word level using a statistical aligner. In the second phase, association measures existing between the character n-grams compounding each aligned word pair are computed taking as input the translation probabilities calculated in the previous phase. This two-level proposal allows us to speed up the training process, concentrating most of the complexity in the word-level alignment phase and making the testing of new techniques and new association measures for ngram alignment easier. Three of the most widely used association measures have been considered in this work: the Dice coefficient, pointwise mutual information and log-likelihood. The resulting n-gram level alignments were used for query translation at character n-gram level. For this purpose, two algorithms for the selection of candidate translations have been tested: a top-rank-based algorithm, which takes the H highest ranked n-gram alignments; and a threshold-based algorithm, which selects the n-gram level alignments according to a minimal threshold T .
Two techniques have been also considered for improving the system: the use of a bidirectional alignment during the input word-level alignment, and the introduction of a minimal word-level translation probability threshold for word-level pruning. Both techniques have allowed us to increase efficiency by drastically reducing the number of input word alignments to be processed and, consequently, the number of output n-gram alignments. This is done without degrading the performance of the system. This way, computing and storage resources needed by the system can be considerably reduced.
The results obtained throughout our study confirm not only the feasibility of character n-gram based approaches for CLIR tasks, both for indexing-retrieval and translation purposes, but also that this validity not being tied to a given implementation. Moreover, our experiments show the remarkable robustness of these approaches against noisy or ambiguous input alignments. This factor, together with the inherent language-independent nature of n-grams, make this kind of solutions particularly interesting when dealing with multilingual environments where annotated language resources are scarce or unavailable.
With respect to future work, we plan to continue advancing on our study of the applicability of character n-gram based processing to IR and CLIR tasks. With respect to n-gram based IR in general, we intend to address some aspects that, at this point, still require attention: firstly, how to properly apply query expansion and relevance feedback in this context and, secondly, how to reduce the larger storage space required by n-gram based indexes and the resulting extra processing time, in order to both increase the performance of the system and reduce processing and storage resources. With regard to this later aspect, we propose to extend the concept of stopword to the case of n-grams. Savoy and Rasolofo (2002) made a similar proposal, the use of a stop-n-gram list for eliminating those most frequent and least discriminative n-grams. However, their list was not automatically generated, but obtained from n-grams created from a previously existing stopword list, which means that the system would become language-dependent, in their case from Arabic. Foo and Li (2004) used a similar manually created list for Chinese. We propose that such stop-n-grams should be generated automatically from the input texts (Blanco and Barreiro, 2007; Lo et al., 2005) in order to preserve the language-independent nature of n-gram based approaches. Regarding to CLIR in particular, we also intend to study the effects of the input parallel corpus on the alignment process with respect to: (a) the minimal input required, following the example of McNamee et al. (2009); in the particular case of the n-gram alignment algorithm presented in the this work, the quality of the first phase word-level alignment, that is, if this word alignment can be simplified in order to reduce its associated computational costs. Moreover, we want to take advantage of our experience in the study of the impact of misspellings in monolingual IR systems (Vilares et al., 2011) and to extend that work to the case of CLIR systems.
Finally, from a more practical point of view, we believe it would be interesting to use n-gram based translation for supporting the generation process of multilingual thesaurus for technical domains, as in the case of MorphoSaurus (Schulz et al., 2006) in Medicine, and its application to CLIR tasks (Markó et al., 2005) . Twitter and other microblogging services will deserve special attention since it is a very noisy multilingual environment, for which specialized linguistic resources are still very scarce, particularly for nonEnglish languages. This way, following the example of the research community, we intend to study the application of our n-gram based approach to our current research lines in microblog text processing for text normalization (Pennell and 
